Introduction
The objective of most sequential decision problems is to find a sequential decision procedure, consisting of a stopping time and a decision rule, which ha3 some optimal properties. In soa.e cases such a procedure ought to minimize (in a certain sense) a risk function defined as a sum of two risks: the mean cost of observations and the mean loss connected with the chosen decision rule. In other cases the goal is to find procedures which simultaneously minimize one of the above risks and ensure a sufficiently small value of the other one. Thus the control of a sample (observation^ of a random process under investigation) consists in the choice of a stopping time.
This paper refers to more general sequential decision problems which arise in practical situations with partially observed procf.ases. The idea of partial observability of random processes was discussed by Pleszczyiiska and Dqbrowska in [6] , In this case the problem is aimed at finding an observation strategy providing a stopping time and characterizing the form of observations of the process up to that time, whioh satisfies some requirements.
The aim of th6 paper is to describe optimal observation strategies which minimize the mean cost of observations and ensure the existence of a sufficiently good decision rule. Exant solutions in some simple cases will be presented.
-823 - Interpretation of the functions L^, Lg will be given in the seq uel. Let us assume that the observation strategy is defined by a stopping time <> from some given set J and a sequence (|B n |) of events from A so that for any realization <0 e fl we observe Z 1 (u) ,"..» »X.^ j (u) and
Besides if at the i-th step (X^u) ..Y^ta)) = (x,y) is observed (i.e. toe B^) we pay L.j(x,y), otherwise (i.e. to 4 B^) we pay L 2 (x,y)* Suoh a way of observation corresponds to situations in which a feature of independently investigated elements of population constitutes a bivariate random variable and the coat of observations of the second coordinate is relatively high in comparison with the first one.« Roughly speaking the problem is aimed at finding an observation strategy, which ensures the existence of a deoision rule D for which the mean loss R(#>,6) = B^L(t?», 5) is sufficiently small and simultaneously the mean value of global cost of observations is minimal« * 824 -It is obvious that for any n ^ >> (u), a) e SI , the observation at the n-th step is completely described by a random variable such that fn(u) = (Xn(u) ,en(o>), en(u) ,Yn(")), 6 (to) = %-n {"). After n steps the observation can be writn ten as the realization of Tn = (fi>*.«»fn). Therefore there is a natural restriction on observation strategies such that B1 e 6 (X^), Bne 6 (Tn_1 ,Xn), n = 2,3,..., and 7 is a subset of the set of stopping times with respect to the sequence of ¿-fields Thus any observation strategy is a pair A = (9, | Bn J), where v> and satisfy the assumptions mentioned above. The cost function corresponding to A has the following form where e is a positive real number.
-825 - Under these conditions the cost function H takes the form
For any ir t 8, n = 1,2,..., let us denote by the probability distribution on (R 3n ,S (R 3h )) generated by The above equalities imply the condition P2.
